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Abstract

In the control system problems it is challenging to find the PID parameters in the initial stage, and there fine tuning during the system run condition. In this paper we have test the application of hybrid bacterial foraging and particle swarm optimization algorithm named as bacterial swarm optimization (BSO) based PID parameter tuning of close loop controller. The objective is dependent on globally minimal error squared error integral criteria of the step response of second order and higher order plants cascaded with PID controller by our proposed method. In this algorithm parameters are found by evolutionary methods with consideration of the globally optimal solution for control applications. The Kp, Ki and Kd gains are calculated by the PSO and (BSO) methods for plants with all the poles of the transfer function located in the left half of the s-plane. The performance of both algorithms is analyzed on transfer functions of a second order and higher order plants.
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1. Introduction

The PID controller contributes to satisfactory operation of the system by upholding the parameters within the acceptable limits and maintains balance the effects due to variations in response. They are applied in most systems because of their ability to adapt with system dynamics. The PID parameters are properly tuned to get secure dynamic performance and sustainable utilization of system resources. The conventional of tuning Kp, Ki and Kd parameters are Ziegler-Nichols, simplex method, orthogonal test, Newton method, quadratic method etc. These methods need complete information of the system behavior and other pre-requisite knowledge. The conventional methods are not suitable in giving better results and do not provide suitable control during changes in operating conditions.

In all control domain advancements are including the use of intelligent computations based on Neural Network (NN), Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) in association with the design of efficient controllers. The evolutionary search algorithms have flexibility and adaptability to the allotted task and they have robustness along with the global search characteristics [6]. The article is based on intelligent computing techniques for optimum tuning of PID parameters for improving the controller efficiency. The optimized values are used in the PID controller in control loop second and higher order systems. EA provides excellent results for complex optimization problems in comparison to conventional methods [1].

2. Bacterial Foraging Optimization Algorithm

According to evolution theory only those species survives which have better fitness. Fitness in a general case involves food searching and motile behavior hence those species have higher probability of survival which can show better capability of food searching. The qualities of stronger species are transferred in the next offspring’s because stronger species has reproduction quality of better offspring’s. By designing a model of food searching strategy of the species, [3] we develops the optimization techniques for the nonlinear system. The Bacteria Foraging Optimization is also a similar algorithm based on food searching behavior of E. coli bacteria. It is divided into following parts:

1. Chemotaxis
2. Swarming
3. Reproduction
4. Elimination dispersal

Bacterial movement for searching of food consists of two modes swimming and tumbling. Both modes on combining together called as chemotaxis. The swimming related movements indicate a movement in a predefined direction, and if the movement of bacteria is in a different direction then the predefined one it is taken as tumbling. The process of swarming can be described by the behavior of bacteria that congregates them into a group such that they always perform movements in a high bacterial density. The fittest bacterium attracts other bacteria to converge all of them at a desired location. For this purpose penalty function based on distances of bacterium from the fittest one is added with cost function such that the penalty function should reaches to zero on achieving desired optimum location. During the process of reproduction bacteria are divided into two groups. The healthier half are retained and other part of remaining half are eliminated.
The last stage of elimination and dispersal represents the occurrence of a sudden unforeseen incident which can bring changes in the evolution process. Such kind of unforeseen causes are generally occurrence of unknown events that may replace a set of bacteria to a location nearer to the food location. This process is very helpful in minimizing the behavior of stagnation mostly found parallel search algorithms. [3-5].

3. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
The PSO model [2, 4] consists of a swarm of particles, initialized with a random population of candidate solutions moving iteratively in a problem space in exploring new solutions. Particle position are represented using a position-vector \( X^i \) where \( i \) means \( i^{th} \) particle, and a velocity-vector \( V^i \). Each particle has best position \( P^i_{\text{best}} \). The best position vector of complete swarm is stored as \( P^i_{\text{global}} \). In each iteration k, the velocity is updated using the previous velocity. The new velocity is determined by:

\[
C_1R_1 (P^i_{\text{best}} - X^i_k) + C_2R_2 (P^i_{\text{global}} - X^i_k) \quad (1)
\]

The new position is calculated as from previous position and the new velocity given as:

\[
X^i_{k+1} = X^i_k + V^i_{k+1} \quad (2)
\]

R1 and R2: random numbers. A particle move to next position, using the values of the best past position, and the values related the global best particle position in the swarm.

4. BSO Hybrid Algorithm and Its Application to Controller Parameters:
In order to improve dynamics of system response problems PSO was introduced. In BSO for further improvement of the performance foraging steps of Ecoli bacteria, chemotactic, reproduce and disperse, are added. In this paper state of particles during foraging is evaluated in our fitness function. Then bacteria with poor errors are eliminated and remaining ones are reproduced, and after that their position updated by PSO in each iteration.

5. Optimal Tuning Of PID Control Parameter:
A closed loop control system is illustrated in Fig. 1 where \( r(t) \), \( e(t) \) and \( y(t) \) are respectively the reference, error and controlled signals.

\[
C(s) \quad G(s) \quad y(t) = \frac{1}{s^2 + 0.1s + 1} \quad (3)
\]

\[
H_2(s) = \frac{1}{s^4 + 3s^3 + 7s^2 + 5s} \quad (4)
\]

Initially both algorithms are tested on second order system with two kinds of cases named as case 1a and case 1b. In case 1a \( H_1(s) \) is tuned without integrator. In case 1b \( H_2(s) \) is tuned considering all the three control parameters \( P, I, D \). Fig 3 shows the step response using BSO and PSO for case 1a and fig 4 for case 1 b.
Figure 3: (a) BSO & (b) PSO response for $H_1(s)$ for best 5 results for case 1(a)

Figure 4: BSO (•) and PSO (—) response for $H_1(s)$ without considering Ki gain case 1(a)

Figure 5: BSO (•) and PSO (—) response for $H_1(s)$ with considering Ki gain for case 1(b).

Figure 6 (a): BSO and (b) PSO(____) response for $H_2(s)$ for best 5 results.

Figure 7: BSO (•) and PSO (—) response for $H_1(s)$ with considering Ki gain for case 1(b).
7. Conclusion and Future Scope:
The optimum PD and PID parameters are calculated for 2\textsuperscript{nd} order and higher order plants with transfer function H\textsubscript{1} and H\textsubscript{2} using PSO and BSO algorithms with minimizing cost related to the square of integral error of steady state response with minimum peak over shoot. Results obtained by using (BSO) algorithm are shown in two cases. Step response for case 1(a) and 1(b) indicates that the peak over shoot using BSO is getting lower on comparison to PSO. Tuning results using PSO and BSO in case 1(a) shows very high oscillatory response. These K\textsubscript{p} K\textsubscript{i} and K\textsubscript{d} parameters are randomly initialized in a fixed same range for case 1(b) here it is found that the oscillations are almost eliminated and steady state error improves with including K\textsubscript{i}. The performance of PID controller for BSO in terms of minimum peak and steady state error is found better than PSO as shown in figure 5 for 2\textsuperscript{nd} order system and figure 7 for higher order system.
PSO has the higher cost function as compared to BSO. In all cases (BSO) results in a lower overshoot compared to PSO. In future we can check our results for considering other performance parameters of system response like settling time, rise time and steady state error. We can also consider performance indices as an objective to see system performance. There are many recent modifications are present in PSO these can also be included to generate our BSO algorithm for tuning of PID controller.
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